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PICTURE GALLERY - MEMBERS PHOTOS

Grand Champion Jusarka Dream-Catcher
‘Evie’; Courtesy of Louise Portsmouth

Grand Champion Cattleya Tiny Dancer ‘BB’;
Courtesy of Louise Portsmouth

BB’s kitten Cattleya Moon Shadow ‘Luna’;
Courtesy of Louise Portsmouth

BB’s kitten Cattleya Star Sapphire
‘Sapphy’; Courtesy of Louise Portsmouth

BB and kittens;
Courtesy of Louise Portsmouth

Dreema & Cymba’s little girl, 4 weeks old;
Courtesy of Julie Cherkas
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PICTURE GALLERY - MEMBERS PHOTOS

Kalaya (TL) & Kiko (KOR);
Courtesy of Denise & Howard Gill
Pippin (TBP) having a lazy day;
Courtesy of Helen Hastilow

Pippin (TBP), Samwise (TLP) & Merry
(KOR), the Jusarka trio; Courtesy of
Helen Hastilow

Frodo (TL) showing off his big green eyes;
Courtesy of Helen Hastilow

Maia with her snuggle safe during the snowy
weather; Courtesy of Clare Treacher

2.5 year old Emma, CH Saluay Phai-Lin;
Courtesy of Clare Treacher

Thanks to all members/breeders who shared photos of your wonderful cats!
Please email unisalford@hotmail.com with photos for the next newsletter.
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Chairperson's Report
Dear Korat and Thai lovers
Welcome to another KTCA Newsletter, and
to its new Editor, Helen Hastilow. As you
know, Julie and Dee have juggled
everything else they do for the KTCA with
putting the newsletter together as well, so it
is a great relief for them to have at least
one of their responsibilities lifted from their
shoulders. We all thank them for their hard
work not only for rounding us all up and
cracking their editorial whips to get letters
and articles written and sent to them, but
also for correcting our mistakes and (in my
case) adding all the little forgotten details like dates of shows or AGMs and suchlike.
Speaking of AGMs, the 2018 KTCA AGM takes place on 22 April at Houghton Regis
near Luton. The details can be found on page 16 of this newsletter. Do try to come
along, we need to hear the opinions of as many members as we can in order to
ensure that we are representing you and your cats to your best advantage. I would
like, at this point, to thank all the committee members for the time and effort they
have put into KTCA over the past year. Without them, our small but vibrant group of
Korat and Thai breeders, exhibitors and owners in the UK would be struggling, and
very much the poorer for it.
Is there anyone apart from myself suffering from cat scratches from shoulder to
waist? Only fairly recently, my beautiful wicked beastie, Solly, has decided that the
best vantage point for him to check out what is happening in the wider world is one or
other of my shoulders. Trouble is that if I am wearing a tee-shirt (or perhaps less) the
only way for him to stabilise himself is to activate the automatic claw mechanism...
and sometimes that doesn’t save the day, resulting in bloody tramlines streaking
down my back. Someone (mentioning no names, but pointing unerringly towards his
breeder) told me that I was too soft with him, and I should throw him off instantly so
he knows it’s not how a well behaved middle aged Korat should distort himself. My
answer to that was rather short as I pointed out that whilst claws are still engaged (for
stability) the act of expediting the removal of the entire furry mass entails the wanton
destruction of my dermis and epidermis. Or to put it another way, the loss of large
chunks of human flesh. Nice.
I hope to see many of you at the AGM, or failing that at our breed show later this
year.
With best wishes

Caroline
For contact details please see page 5
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Editors’ Notes
Hello everyone!
Well my bit this time is going to be kept short (ish)
to make room for the new Editors introduction!
I have enjoyed being part of publishing the Newsletter, but as things pick up even
more at work, I must hand over my half of the reins….
….but before I go, just a quick update on my furry family. Maisie and Willow have
turned into great little babysitters and are fully on board to help with the preshow grooming of my two little bundles of fur; Genie and Eva. Eva is now the proud
owner of her Premier title and has already picked up her first Grand Certificate.
Genie now has two Premier Certificates and is on the lookout for her third, to join
her sister with a shiny new title. I’m so chuffed at their progress. Thank you Julie
for the support and help before and during show days ☺
Thank you to everyone who supported me during my days as Editor and to Julie for
being my partner in crime...I would like to welcome our new Editor Helen and hope
you will continue to contribute stories and photos. It is a difficult task to bring it
all together into a newsletter…Good luck to you Helen!
Cheerio all,
Dee Hillier-Kidston – RETIRED Newsletter Editor
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞
Welcome to the Spring 2018 “bumper” edition of your newsletter, also combining
information that would typically have been provided in the Winter 2017 edition.
I have recently volunteered to be the newsletter editor, as I thought it would be a
shame to lose this excellent resource from our club. My husband (Neil) and I have
four cats (Merry, Pippin, Frodo & Samwise); I’m sure you will learn more about
them in future editions of the newsletter. I first came across the Korat breed in
2007 when reading an article in the Telegraph newspaper about the Supreme Cat
Show which included a photo of Imperial Grand Champion Chandrakan Karnchana
winning Best of Breed; I thought it was such a beautiful and elegant looking cat, so
I googled to find out more about the breed. I found the K&TCA website, and when
I read that Korats like to be involved in everything and are true companions that
was my mind made up! It just so happened that there was a cat show in Bristol
(where we lived at the time) shortly after this, so we went along and were lucky
enough to meet Julie Cherkas and have cuddles with her cats (sorry Julie, I can’t
remember who you had at the show, but they gave great cuddles!). When Julie had
her next litters of kittens (well, more precisely, Yinny & Karma!) we made the 200
mile round trip to visit Julie and the cats/kittens and start our journey into
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becoming Korat/Thai slaves! After two more trips to Southampton to visit the
kittens as they quickly grew, we were lucky enough to be able to welcome a Korat
and a Thai Blue point kitten into our lives (Merry & Pippin). Eight years later,
having met Jazz, Tigger, Ninja, Pixie and Phooey and fallen in love with their
beautiful lilac coats we decided to increase our family and we welcomed Frodo the
Thai Lilac from Clair Harding-Brown, quickly followed by his playmate Samwise the
Thai Lilac Point from Julie Cherkas. There were a few teething problems whilst
introducing two very lively kittens to the more sedate lifestyle that Merry and
Pippin had grown into, but we now live in harmony for about 95% of the time! The
other 5% is when the youngsters try to play with the older pair, which generally is
not a welcome experience! Cuddle time is the best though; my Sunday afternoons
are often spent on the sofa beneath 4 cats; life doesn’t get much better than
that! Some of you may have met Frodo and Samwise (Sammy); they both attended
our club show last year, and Frodo also attended in 2016. Sammy showed himself
off at the K&TCA seminar in 2016, and Frodo met his adoring public on the KTCA
stand at the 40th Supreme Cat Show in 2016 (thanks to Jen Day, Clare Treacher
and Dee Hiller-Kidston who helped keep him on the table as he had a habit of
trying to roll off the edge!).
I look forward to bringing you lots of interesting news and the opportunity to
share stories about our wonderful cats. Please get in touch if you have any
requests for future editions of the newsletter, and please email me photos of your
beautiful cats for inclusion in our colour picture gallery, and a bio of your cat for
inclusion in the new “Meet the Cats” section on page 39.
Thank you to everyone who has provided articles and photos for this edition.
Thanks also to Julie Cherkas and Dee Hiller-Kidston for all your hard work
producing the newsletter in recent years, and taking the time to teach me the
ropes. I hope to be able to continue to provide an interesting read for the three
editions of our newsletter each year (spring, summer and winter editions).
So that’s it from me. I hope to meet more of you at the 2018 AGM on 22nd April.

The Hastilow gang!
L-R, Frodo, Pippin, Samwise
& Merry

Helen Hastilow – Newsletter Editor
For contact details please see page 5
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Committee News
Your committee is dedicated to
promoting healthy Korats & Thais.

Hopefully, all your snow has gone by now and spring is on the way; the clocks
have jumped forward an hour and daylight hours are getting longer by the day!
All we need now is a bit of sunshine!
On the committee front, regretfully, Harry Bailey resigned in February. He’s no longer breeding and feels his life is
moving in other directions. I’d like to thank Harry for his help and support, whilst on the committee, particularly with
the facebook page, and wish him well for the future. We have a new committee member as Helen Hastilow has
joined us to become the new Newsletter Editor. Other than this, things have been ticking over nicely within the Club;
and Dee, our treasurer has sent in the club returns to GCCF, well before the 1 May deadline.
AGM
This year’s meeting is on Sunday 22 April in Houghton Regis. See pages 16-22 for more detail on this, including the
agenda, last year’s minutes and the 2017 accounts. We hope to see you there!
SHOW NEWS
THE NEW SHOW STRUCTURE IS EFFECTIVE FROM 1 JUNE 2018
The first schedules for shows on 2 June are out and Korats & Thais will be in Section 4 with many, but not all, of the
other Foreign Breeds. As some Foreign Breeds are moving to other sections, the number of breeds competing for the
Imperial will reduce. However, we will have to compete against Snowshoes and Singapuras in the Grand classes, as
well as Russians and Abyssinians. Also, Judge training is currently under review. It’s likely that responsibility of the
K&TCA Committee to appoint judges will move to a Judge Appointment Group made up of representatives from all
the breeds in a Grand Group and judges will not train to a breed list, but to a group one. We will still be responsible for
our registration, breeding policies and the Standard of Points. In addition, the committee will continue monitoring
judges and passing an opinion on how well they are working with our breeds.
K&TCA SHOW ~ Preparations are already underway for our breed Show on 6 October 2018 – put the date in your
diaries now! Marlene Buckeridge is our Show Manager again and we have our Show Licence, once again sharing
with RBBA at the venue in Bugbrooke. Full details of the venue are on the GCCF website show calendar and our
schedule will be available late summer. More details will follow in your Summer newsletter.
THE SUPREME CAT SHOW ~ This year’s show is on 27 October 2018 at the NEC. Schedules will be out in June.
NATIONAL PET SHOWS ~ the London Show at the EXCEL in May is not being held this year, the November Pet
Show held at the NEC will continue and if you feel able to bring cats along to represent our breeds, please let me
know. Committee members can be there to support you and help promote our wonderful breeds to the public.
Once again, don’t forget, if you show your cats, please try to enter in the kitten, or miscellaneous classes under
our Pupil Judges. We currently have just one; Sally Tokens, the previous PJs have all been promoted to Full
Judges. The more cats our PJs have to judge, the quicker their progression to Full Judge of Korat & Thai cats.
NEWSLETTER ~ As I mentioned earlier, Helen Hastilow is our new editor. I’ve been newsletter editor since 2007 and
although a very satisfying job, when finished, I found producing the newsletter very stressful, particularly before we
used GCCF printing facilities. With Dee’s help since 2015, it has been less onerous but now Dee is unable to
continue as editor, I think it’s time I took a back seat and will be passing the baton on to Helen after this issue. I will be
happy to help with proof reading, especially for the cat fancy articles but I know Helen is more than capable of
producing a professional newsletter and wish her every success for the future.
Finally, may I wish you all a Happy Easter! I hope to see some of you at the AGM on 22 April.

Julie Cherkas - Club Secretary
For contact details please see page 5

STOP PRESS ~ there are 2 young, neutered, Korat boys
looking for a home. See page 15
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The General Meeting of GCCF Council October 2017
Some of the information from the October Council is already outdated – we have had
the Supreme Show for instance, and those elected to the Appeals Committee or as
Disciplinary Committee reserves have been listed on the website for several months.
However, the two reports that follow probably give the final detail on these issues.
Reports and Presentations
Licensing News
Steve Crow’s report from the most recent meeting of the Canine & Feline Sector
Group has to be the most important of the day. The Animal Welfare Act will be
amended by statutory instrument (without parliamentary debate) next year. It could
be as early as June, but is more likely to be in October. There will be five schedules,
with cats and kittens referenced only in the general 'pet vending'. Cat shows will not
be affected by new animal exhibition regulations, nor will there be any requirements
specific to the breeding of cats as there are for dogs. That means no set number of
litters in a year, nor any mention of how many breeding cats may be owned, (though
of course the welfare sections of the AWA will apply).
The bottom line is a licence will be needed by those who sell kittens for profit. It will
be essential for each hobby breeder to keep careful accounts, verifiable by receipts, to
prove that there is no commercial gain. Steve gave a list of acceptable expenses
which he had obtained from DEFRA, and these included show expenses. His report is
on the GCCF website so should be read for the details. Please note; it applied
primarily to England, and, although it was expected that a very similar scheme would
be introduced in Wales, this was not yet finalised by the Welsh Assembly. It was
understood that the Scottish Parliament had no plans for change at present.
Those who use internet sites to advertise will be required to give a licence number if
they have one. Those of us who remain unlicensed, probably the great majority of
GCCF breeders, must be ready to demonstrate we are not making a profit. So there
will be greater transparency, and we will have to be prepared to accept local authority
or HMRC investigation, but the hobby of breeding and exhibiting cats is not going to
be subject to licence control for all participants. Good news and somewhat of a relief
for many, as applause from delegates demonstrated.
Steve was asked if there were any new controls about the age of kittens sold, and
replied that this had not changed from the proposed 8 weeks. The cost of a licence
was also queried, but he could only speculate as local authorities would be allowed to
set individual rates based on their expenses. After the law was changed in 2018 there
would be eighteen months or so allowed for implementation, so this would give those
who needed it the opportunity to become familiar with the requirements and payment
as specified by their own local environmental health departments.
Recalling Mr Wronksley’s information on accreditation given at the June meeting a
delegate asked if GCCF would still be considering this. Steve replied that it would be
something for the Board to discuss, but he thought there was no longer the same
need to pursue it.
Show Review and Judge Training
The other detailed reports given were a summary of the work of the Show Review
Group from Kate Kaye, followed by an update from Peter Collin on the revision of
judge training procedures.
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Kate stated that it was her belief that the Show Review Group had largely fulfilled its
purpose. It had begun in 2014 and following a rather slow start had consulted
extensively. The many varied views given had been considered alongside the hard
evidence of show data, as the intention was initially that the structural changes should
provide balance in competition, particularly where some sections were growing ever
larger while others declined. Then it had been concluded in Council that this also had
an impact on judge training, and newly qualified judges being useful to show
managers, and so this too became an important element.
She believed there could be further thought given to show management training and
to consideration of the Household Pet Section, but otherwise the SRG had delivered on
its remit. The work of BAC review and judge training revision could now really get
going, but whereas the structural changes would take place next year, these would
take longer as there was much work to be done.
Peter stated that the aim of his group was to streamline training considerably so that
it would be far more efficient. Its intention was to be educative rather than critique
and personality based. There had already been consultation within the judging
community, and it was proposed to engage as widely as possible. A meeting was
planned for the following week and the first proposals would come to Council in
February.
Comments followed from delegates representing breed clubs and BACs who were
dissatisfied with the structural changes. It was made clear that Birman exhibitors did
not want to lose their own grand class.
It was suggested that Siberians should be in a different Grand Group and a Suffolk
representative asked for the breed to remain in the Foreign section rather than be
moved into the Oriental, especially (as was stated) the Oriental exhibitors did not
want them there. Kate and Peter both reiterated that nothing was set in stone, but
the decisions had been based on number crunching to balance groups and sections far
more than at present, and where possible to keep cats of similar body shape together.
Breed, Club and Show News
New breeds, registration policy and SOP approvals
There are two new breeds, and one new pattern now at preliminary level and,
coincidentally, all in the British section. The Chartreux and British Longhair will have
new assessment classes, and it was agreed that BSH Harlequins would share an
assessment class with BSH Van Patterned. Show Managers may offer the new classes
at shows not yet closed, but must do so by 4th February 2018. The existing class is
immediately available to exhibitors with cats registered as harlequins (BSH xx 02).
A new breed has joined the GCCF family, the Lykoi. Its registration was agreed by the
Board at its meeting at the end of August enabling some to be present at the
Supreme. Their name comes from the Greek for wolf and they have a unique type of
coat dependent on a single gene, so are definitely unusual in appearance.
However, I think a Board decision that male torties should be registered and shown
excited a greater amount of comment. The policy presented had suggested that where
the breed class is specific for colours they should be shown with red males if a
dominant colour and creams if dilute. From delegate comment on the day though, it
became clear that showing them in the tortie class was the preferred option, and it
was agreed that this could happen with immediate effect.
It was also agreed that the Board would consider again whether they should be
allowed to be used for breeding. Many are sterile, a rare few are chimera which means
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that colour/pattern inheritance cannot be readily determined, and therefore not
programmed onto the system, and, more importantly, that any DNA health screening
cannot be carried out by buccal swab with accuracy ensured.
Show rules
A rule change was agreed that means that Full Judges working in the same section to
which a new breed is added will become Full Judges for that breed. They will be
informed and may withdraw if they wish, but an opt-out rather than opt-in change has
been made.
Other show rule changes reminded judges to place cats in Olympian Classes to 5th,
though only the certificate winner and reserve need to have published reports. Those
who make a mistake and enter two shows within 13 days, but only go to one, will
receive a warning rather than be disqualified and lose awards from the show they
attended. Cats can now be entered in as many classes as an exhibitor wishes (and
pays for) and BOB will not be counted as a class.
Other Business
There was a slight tweak to the Judge Appointment Scheme that clarified that the
BACs and clubs, rather than GCCF, paid for the circulation and postage of BAC
paperwork.
A rule change went through that clarified that using titles as names or separate parts
of names, even with punctuation, was not acceptable.
A discussion took place on club membership and eligibility for Council representation,
but there was no definite indication that change was wanted. Some concern was
expressed over viability for small breed clubs if membership capitation was increased.
It was not the intention that this should be raised, but there would be a minimum
membership fee of £15. Fortunately, K&TCA does not struggle for members in the
way that some small breed clubs do. We have our mutual love of Korats & Thais and
an excellent Newsletter to keep us together. Great that it’s continuing!
That’s the high note on which to conclude.
Jen Lacey, GCCF Delegate and Board Member 06/10/2017 & 10/03/2018

The General Meeting of GCCF Council February 2018
106 delegates arrived for February Council in the Royal Conway Hall in Holborn on 21
February. The meeting lasted for the full four hours and the agenda was just about
completed, although there was a fairly swift skate through on some items. I think
though it would be fair to say that all delegates who wished to contribute on any topic
had an opportunity to do so and there were some interesting points made in debate.
However, it wasn’t an event where there were dramatic or outstanding moments,
mostly this was GCCF about its business.
Byelaws ……..
The two Byelaw changes were not contentious and gained approval swiftly. The first
was to avoid any long discussion over minute and meeting procedure, as delegates
are now required to send in any major changes or queries to the minutes, in advance
of the meetings so that it can be circulated to all. The other raised the maximum rate
of the fines to be levied by Disciplinary Committee to £1000.
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…….. and show rules
An effort was made to tighten up on the rules concerning the vaccination of cats and
kittens when they leave one home to go to another. Some rather unscrupulous
breeders had coerced new owners on a regular basis into signing contracts to say they
would undertake vaccinations when it had been the intention to use these in
emergency circumstances only. That loophole is now closed so no more get outs. All
vaccinations must be completed a week in advance of moving home and if there really
are emergency circumstances then the GCCF needs to be informed of them.
The other change that may well please exhibitors is that if a show manager is happy
to accept upgrades after a show is closed to new entries that’s now allowed for in
the rules. So, if your cat can move to a Grand or Imperial Class because of a new
certificate gained, then it’s always worth checking out the possibility.
As I’m sure will be noticed the standard lists of names and addresses will disappear
from catalogues. The new General Data Protection Regulations (to be implemented in
May) mean that people have to opt in to sharing data not opt out.
Several amendments were made in the course of rule changes concerned with cats
on the reference register whose grandparents are unregistered. In fact, it
opened the way for BACs to reverse decisions made in 1972, requiring a minimum of
three registered generations, as we now have more knowledge available, especially in
the field of genetics. It is important for some breeds to introduce new lines via
unregistered cats (because of lack of a registering authority in the country of origin of
foundation cats, or the necessity for a domestic cat as an approved outcross). The
offspring of such cats if confirmed by three full judges of the breed to be of sufficiently
good phenoptype, can now be transferred to the supplementary register, shown in
competition, and therefore gain awards, making it more likely that the new bloodline
will be known about and used by other breeders. It thus gives encouragement to
breeders to become involved in breed development.
K&TCA was ready and waiting to take advantage of this change. It is now in
our registration policy, which the Board has approved, that the progeny of
unregistered cats from Thailand may be on exhibition and gain approval to
change registers.
I shall be exhibiting Jenanca Luk Chai Suriwongse at the end of the month.
So, I will report on the experience next time. Will he or will he not be
deemed a Korat? Dad is Lonny from a long pedigree line stretching back into
the USA and Europe, but his mother, Saothai, was born and bred by Khun
Preecha in Thailand. Her parents and grandparents are recorded as Korats,
but were not registered with any recognised registry.
The one rule that would have affected all exhibitors did not pass. The Progressive
Singapura Cat Club had proposed changes to the ‘13 day’ rule, applying it to the cat
rather than household. The Veterinary Advisory Committee had not supported the
change as it raised the level of risk of infection for all exhibits. Council voted to retain
the existing rule by 80-15 so although points were put forcefully for and against
change in the debate, opinion was conclusively that any advantages were not worth
any additional risk. It was stated in the discussion that GCCF was well respected for
its health and welfare measures and there was evidently some pride in this. We like
showing our cats, but want to take care of them too.
Breed News
There was just the one breed application at this meeting. The British Shorthair Group
requested a place for the Golden Colourpointed BSH in the existing AOC Colourpointed
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BSH class. This was approved and so one of these attractive looking cats may be at a
show very soon as with a class available they can be entered at any show not yet
closed.
However, there were a number of registration revisions:
Australian Mists , Persian LHs, Russians and Tonkinese SOP changes were approved for the BSH (in respect of reds and creams) and
Exotic. The Egyptian Mau and Oriental have had SOP changes notified on the
website. Finally, there was another short discussion on breeding from male torties
and it was asked that any breeder who planned to do this should inform the Board.
Judges
All judges to be approved had their appointments and promotions confirmed. There
were also a much larger number of retirements notified than usual, too. The Chairman
gave good wishes for the meeting from GCCF’s new President, Shirley Bullock, at the
beginning of the meeting, but announced also that she had reluctantly decided to
transfer to the Emeritus list. She’s been a familiar face for many across most sections
so will be very much missed, but judged regularly for over
50 years. That must surely be a record, and we can only be
appreciative of such a commitment and hope she enjoys her
quieter Saturdays, but still joins us on occasions. If you’re
reading this ……. thank you, Shirley.
Shirley judged our Korat & Thais from the beginning,
but her own breed was Abyssinians
Show Structure Review Group
Kate Kaye said that the work of the Show Structure Review Group had now reached a
conclusion and there was a hand over to the Judge Training and BAC Review
Groups to arrange for the development and delivery of new judge training
programme to begin in June 2019. Peter Collin outlined briefly the three elements the
judge training group was working on: stewarding, the accelerated scheme to get
existing judges qualified across Grand Groups and sections, and the training
programme for new judges. John Hansson stated that a consultation process had
begun with BACs.
All paperwork record of this work can be found together on one page of the GCCF
website if you wish to read about it in more depth. Look for 'Review Groups’ under the
Show Management menu, or try the link:
https://www.gccfcats.org/Show-Information/Review-Groups
Supreme News
Steve Crow explained in some detail the income and expenditure of the draft Supreme
Show Accounts. Also, there was once again some discussion on the pros and cons of
moving to a cheaper venue and changing the time of year.
Microchip discussion
At the end of the afternoon Steve also led a very short discussion on microchipping
female breeding cats with the emphasis on the benefits for the individual cat (if it
should escape) and as demonstrating the professionalism in record keeping for
breeders (tying in with the previous point re HMRC investigation). Those who spoke
against were either not comfortable with the idea of chipping, and/or being obliged to
do something by GCCF regulation.
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IT – STAR Shows
Perhaps the most exciting news of the day came from Sally Rainbow-Ockwell with the
IT update. More shows were taking up the opportunity to have paperwork done by the
GCCF office via the computer system. Exhibitors make their show
entries on line via their GCCF account by a few clicks as with the
Supreme. Even the choice of a class is provided. Those who had used
it liked it and said how easy it was once they realised their own cat’s
record was the starting point. Everything done via the internet - as
befits the 21st century, but retaining the opportunity for a paper
entry if preferred. What’s not to like? Definitely worth a try, and
something that will be costed properly and offered more extensively
next year. Look out for this symbol.....
K&TCA has already signed up for action for our show in October!
Jen Lacey, GCCF Delegate and Board Member 22/02/2018 & 10/03/2018
For contact details please see page 5

∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

Korat & Thai Rescue/Re-homing
I am pleased to say that the Korat boy, in Scotland, (whose owner died recently) has
been found a wonderful home in Somerset. He will be an only cat and thoroughly
spoilt by his slaves who have owned Korats for over 30 years. They have promised
me an update for a future newsletter so we can look forward to receiving that.

Please Can You Give Us a Home?
Sadly, these two boys are looking for a new
home due to the owner’s son developing a
severe allergy to them. Brothers, Dudley and
Diggory are two years old, very affectionate with
the usual huge Korat personalities. They are
child and dog friendly and would probably also
settle with other cats but must go together.
One likes to go out, the other is more or less an
indoor cat, however, I’m told both would settle
as indoor cats too.
They are currently located in the Guildford (Surrey) area.
Can you help? Please contact Clair Harding-Brown on 07889 119224.
If you know anyone with a cat to be rehomed or can offer a
home to a rescue Korat or Thai Cat, please do let me know.
Julie Cherkas
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AGM Notice
The Korat & Thai Cat Association
Sunday 22nd April 2018 at 2pm
St Thomas Meeting House, Clergy House,
Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Beds, LU5 5SJ
This venue has easy access and free parking

Tea and Coffee will be served from 1.30pm
If you would like a say in how your club is run, or would like to offer some
help – always gratefully received – please come along on the day and enjoy a
free buffet!
We will update you with all the latest GCCF news, together with a report on
what your committee has been doing for you and the Korats & Thais. In
addition, we can enjoy a good old cat chat and swap stories!
Club Officers and Committee members will be elected and during the
meeting there will be a presentation of the Show Points Scheme
Certificates and the Title Rosettes for cats gaining a new title in 2017. We
will also be discussing your newsletter and website - and much more!
If you can’t make it in person, please let a member of the committee know
your views so they can be put forward on your behalf.
The Agenda, 2017 Minutes and Accounts follow on the next few pages.
We will also have our Club merchandise on sale, all items feature the club
name, logo or cat’s head, printed or embroidered:
Fleece zip jackets (currently only in small & large)
£20.00
Club pens (4 different colours)
£2.00
I
Korat Tote bags (black)
£3.00
K&TCA Notebooks with pen
£2.00

We hope to see you there

RAFFLE and BUFFET after the meeting
Contributions for raffle prizes will be gratefully received!
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THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
SUNDAY, 22nd April 2018 AT 2.00 PM
ST THOMAS MEETING HOUSE, CLERGY HOUSE, HOUGHTON REGIS,
DUNSTABLE, BEDS. LU5 5SJ

AGENDA
1.

Welcome to members

2.

Apologies for absence

3.

Minutes of the 2017 AGM

4.

Matters arising from those minutes

5.

Chairperson's Report

6.

The Secretary’s report on the work of the Committee

7.

The Hon Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement

8.

Appointment of a suitably qualified independent person to examine
accounts

9.

The Show Secretary’s report; Presentation of Title Rosettes & Show
Points Certificates

10.

GCCF Delegate's report

11.

Elections:
a) President & Vice-President
b) Committee Members
c) Delegate and substitute delegate to Council

12.

Items for discussion:
a) New Show Sections, effective from 1 June 2018
b) BAC and Judge Training Reviews
c) Licensing for Cat Breeders
d) Choosing recipient for 2018 merchandise donation
e) Korat Health
f) Newsletter
g) Website
h) Facebook page

13.

Any other business

THE AGM IS THE OCCASION TO EXPRESS YOUR OPINION ON HOW
YOUR CLUB’S AFFAIRS ARE BEING RUN
Please Contact the Secretary, Julie Cherkas, if you wish to add to the
agenda, which can be updated via the website if necessary.
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KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Sunday 30 April 2017
at St Thomas Meeting House, Houghton Regis LU5 5SJ
Thirteen members were present; Judith Jewkes, Jen Lacey, Brian Lacey, Jen Day, Sarah WilliamsElliss, Caroline Bertram (Chair), Dee Hillier-Kidston, Julie Cherkas (Secretary), Harry Bailey, Clare
Treacher, Liz Beckett, and Leo & Felicity Black.
1. Chairperson’s Welcome
Caroline Bertram welcomed everyone and began the meeting promptly at 1400.
2. Apologies for Absence had been received from seven members; David & Helen Hawkins, Lynda
Ashmore, Louise Portsmouth, Clair Harding-Brown, George Terry and Catherine Tew.
3. Minutes of the last Meeting on 24 April 2016
These were circulated to members with the newsletter in advance of the meeting and were
signed off, as read, subject to a small spelling error under 13.2.a) on page 4. Proposed by Jen L
and seconded by Dee.
4. Matters Arising
Item 5. Surrey & Sussex CA proposal to reduce area club membership to 75 and still allow a
delegate to Council. Jen L reported that after discussion at the February meeting, Council
Delegates had voted to leave numbers at the current levels of 100 and 50, for area and breed
Clubs, respectively. Clubs could still apply for dispensation should member numbers be lower.
Item 10. Some members had been joined to the wrong GGCF email group but it was stressed
how useful it was to have the daily GCCF updates, along with show reports, and so if anyone is
still not getting the correct emails, let us know.
13.1 – HCM. We had a long discussion about reduced cost scans offered to Korat/Thai owners by
Virginia Luis Fuentes at the Royal Vet College in London. She agreed that HCM was not a
concern within our breeds but was happy to offer us reduced rates if we had a particular cat who
may have a heart murmur. But deciding how we should communicate this offer to our members
was difficult. Word of mouth is possibly the best but that relies on openness. Jen L mentioned
HCM is discussed on the Veterinary page of the GCCF website and suggested that she asks Sue
Moreland (GCCF Veterinary Officer) to include this offer in her next HCM update. Many of the
issues which affect Korats and Thais and indeed, cats and kittens of all breeds, including DSH
cats, can be difficult to assess when trying to decide if they are genetically inherited or simply
naturally occurring in certain individuals. This would include, amongst others, HCM, FIP and
FCKS. Although we have had instances in our Korats and Thais, we feel the numbers are no
higher than those occurring in the DSH (moggy) population. We all agreed that being open and
honest about any issues like this is important and, as responsible breeders, we should try to keep
track of any cats who die prematurely, say under 12 years of age, not due to an accident, and
keep a central register to see if any patterns appear which might hint at a genetic problem.
Felicity Black agreed to keep this register and will write something to put in future newsletters.
Although this reporting will mostly fall to breeders, as owners of Korats and Thais you will need to
inform your cats’ breeders, or Felicity if appropriate.
5. Chairman's Report
Caroline started by thanking the committee for their work over the past year; with special mention
for Dee’s involvement with the Newsletter and Jen Day for her dedication to ensuring all those
qualifying cats received a title rosette with their name on the tails. She mentioned we had worked
on two breed shows and was especially pleased our second Show, in October with the RBBA,
was such a success and thanked all those involved, particularly the ‘knitters’ of catnip toys! It’s a
shame that the Ettington venue is no longer available as it had a wonderful ambience. Finally,
due to health issues, Caroline had had a notable year, for all the wrong reasons but wished to
thank the Club for a beautiful bouquet of flowers which cheered her up no end.
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6. The Secretary’s report on the work of the Committee
As Caroline mentioned, one thing (or should that be two things?) defining last year for me was
holding two breed shows in one calendar year, particularly, because the second show was such a
huge success. Not only was it very well supported but immensely enjoyable with a lovely
atmosphere - and we made a really good profit for the Club too; £265 profit compared with a loss
of £220 at our April show. I would like to thank Marlene Buckeridge and Anne Murray-Brooks for
their hard work as our Show Managers. The second major task was working with Jen Lacey to
successfully contest the group the Show Review team had allocated Korats and Thais to, when
they put forward their proposals in March 2016. We had so much to lose being in Group 5
instead of Group 4 and we were both relieved when the Board saw the sense in our reasoning.
Sadly, Council rejected the proposal in June 2016 but further proposals will be brought back to
the delegates and at least we now feel we will be in the correct group. Finally, a huge thank you
to the committee for all their hard work. I have to mention Brian Lacey who has held our purse
strings for so many years (possibly against his will) and I think he can be confident in handing
over his workload to our new Treasurer, Dee Hillier-Kidston. Everyone on the committee does
their bit for the Club and I’d like to thank them all for that but I must single out Dee because
without her, you wouldn’t get your newsletter or have a website. I do help but she does the bulk
of the formatting etc., an area in which Dee excels and I struggled with, monumentally! Jen Day
also needs a special mention for her tireless work providing the Title rosettes and certificates for
our Show Points Scheme. And last but not least, thank you to Clare Treacher for the interesting
and informative veterinary articles she writes for each newsletter. I’m probably going to need to
start proof reading Schedules and Catalogues for our next Show in October, this time at another
new venue in Bugbrooke, Northamptonshire. I just hope it will be as successful as last October.
7. The Hon Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement
For a small breed Club, finances are looking good and we are doing really well with an overall
balance of £6117.15 (including the loan to GCCF, due to be repaid imminently). However, at the
year end, there were two outstanding payments totalling approx. £786 so the actual total is
somewhat lower. We are still doing well though and our balance is up on last year. The accounts
were sent to GCCF in February, well ahead of the 1st May deadline. Dee is pleased that we have
so many loyal members and reported that, to date, we have 92 paid members and 27 who were
members last year but haven’t yet paid their subscription for 2017. This is an excellent position
for April, much higher than normal and it’s thought this is due to the increased communication
between Dee and the members, sending emails to remind them their subs are due. Julie did
comment that Dee’s all singing, all dancing spreadsheet was behind this efficiency and that if
anything happened to Dee we would need to employ an Excel professional to deal with it! Jen
Lacey proposed the accounts were accepted, Julie seconded.
8. Appointment of a suitably qualified independent person to examine the accounts
Dee had found Mrs Lee to examine the accounts and Jen L proposed she was re-appointed for
the current year, seconded by Caroline.
9. The Show Secretary’s report; Presentation of Change of Status rosettes & Points Certificates
Jen Day reported a very good show year for our precious breed last year. April’s show was a bit
disappointing with fewer than 10 cats but we had our first Thai cat make Overall BIS. In October
we made up for it with 23 entries. Jen wanted to thank Julie and Dee for sending out plenty of
reminders by email. Setting up the Club table and BIS pens on the Friday before the show made
it much easier on the day so thank you to those who helped. Especially the RBBA committee
members who were so pleasant and helpful until Julie and Caroline managed to get through all
the traffic! Also, thanks to our table workers; Jen L, Sarah and Caroline. The raffle table was
overflowing with wonderful prizes too and we took £146; thank you to Judith Jewkes, George
Terry and Elaine Evans for their help during the day. Moving on to the Show Points Scheme and
Title rosettes, Jen awarded the Best Breeder and Best Cat Certificates and Title Rosettes to
those present at the AGM but there were a few left over which will be posted. Congratulations to
all our winners.
10. GCCF Delegate's report
Jen Lacey again encouraged members to read the notes and minutes following the GCCF
Council meetings if they wish to keep up to date on GCCF business. Jen writes the reports and
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cuts them down to the pertinent points, which also highlights items affecting us, for the
newsletters. Two main areas will affect us; proposed changes to the Animal Welfare Act mean
that breeders are likely to be licensed, and inspected, in the future. And secondly, we are losing
judges at a much faster rate than we can train them under our current system so some changes
must be made to the current judge training scheme if our hobby is to continue. Some members
present weren’t aware that there is little incentive for a judge to attend shows; they get no
recompense, just travelling expenses and their lunch is provided. Then after they have judged up
to 60 cats, they have to follow-up within 4 weeks to write their critiques. There are penalties if
they are late with the reports and many often have to listen to exhibitors moaning about where
their cat has been placed. Not much incentive to continue judging! It truly is a vocation and done
out of a love for cats rather than any other reason. FIFe and TICA train their judges over 4 main
groups, GCCF have over 30 different lists which a judge must complete in order to become an ‘All
Breed’ judge. A GCCF show will need around 20-25 judges compared with 6-8 for a FIFe/TICA
ring-based show. So the current breed by breed training will need to change, particularly in the
Foreign Section which has so many BAC Lists. We have less than 50 judges (out of a list of
almost 200) who are actively judging at most GCCF shows. And the average age of a GCCF
judge is 67. Further proposals will be put forward at the June Delegates meeting.
11. Elections
a) President & Vice-President
Judith Jewkes was asked by Jen L to continue as president. Judith accepted, and Julie
seconded this and thanked Judith for her continued support at each AGM and Show. Prior to
the meeting, Julie had asked Lynda Ashmore if she wished to continue Vice President. Lynda
was very happy to do so and this was seconded by Jen L.
b) Committee Members
Emmie Beale had reluctantly resigned from the committee as she was expecting her first
baby in October. She has been thanked for her support and would be welcomed back to the
committee should she decide to reapply in the future. Liz Beckett was re-appointed following
the misunderstanding last year and Louise Portsmouth had applied to join the committee and
was proposed by Jen L and seconded by Julie.
c) Delegate and substitute delegate to Council.
Jen Lacey was asked to continue as Delegate and Sarah Williams-Elliss as substitute
delegate; proposed by Caroline and seconded by Julie.
12. Items for discussion:
a) Review of 2006 Welfare Act
The repeal of the 1951 Pet Shop Act has removed the protection for ‘home breeders’.
Concerns over the increased number of puppies and kittens being advertised on the internet
and the number of puppy farms and non-regulated cat breeders selling unvaccinated kittens
has alerted welfare officials and DEFRA want local licensing of breeders of all pets.
Unfortunately, the individuals who are most likely to ‘get caught’ by this proposed legislation
will be the registered breeders, who aren’t selling unvaccinated kittens, whilst the individuals
who are breeding non-pedigree cats because they can’t afford to spay them will be
unaffected. GCCF are involved in the review process via the Canine and Feline Sector Group
and will be keeping us updated on the progress of these proposals. Looking at cats as a
species, as dogs are, with their own legislation is a more favoured option but although this
could be suggested it’s thought it’s unlikely to happen.
b) Show Review Group Progress
Proposals to be voted on in the June council meeting will be circulated to delegates with the
agenda. These aren’t too dissimilar to the previous suggestions for section changes.
c) Cats for the two annual Pet Shows
Dee is taking her two Thai Blue Point kittens to the London venue on the Sunday. The
Birmingham Show at the NEC in November clashes with the Supreme (the week before) and
Yorkshire Cat Club Show (the following week) so it’s difficult to find ‘people-friendly’ cats to
attend the Midlands Show. If anyone else knows anyone who would be willing to take cats to
the pet show, we have committee members willing to go along to support them.
d) Newsletter
Both Dee and Julie manage to get the newsletter done. Sadly it’s a mutually exclusive
process and if either of us lost our mojo, it wouldn’t get done. It really is a joint effort and both
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of us have different skill sets, so we make a good team. The Spring 2017 issue was split
34%:66% between paper copies and emailed versions. More people are choosing to take the
cheaper subscription and email copy, so it hopefully becomes cheaper each time. With Dee’s
communication expertise we get far more contributions sent in and that makes it more
interesting to our pet only members. The GCCF printing also makes it appear much more
professional than the previous photocopied and stapled versions, which often looked very
unprofessional as the copier really wasn’t up to the job. And it took so much longer to do!
e) Website
Dee has managed to keep the Kitten List up to date and important notices on the news page
but other than the essentials, there hasn’t been time to do much in the way of development.
The ‘immediate update’ issue (or lack of) which was a problem for all UK2 users, does seem
to have resolved itself.
f) Facebook Page
Harry feels that the page isn’t very social for a Facebook page and we are only using a small
fraction of its potential. Harry and Dee are the administrators and currently are the only ones
who can post photos or comments on the site. It would be nice to have more people posting
photos of their pets but the concern has always been that we don’t want anyone with a Blue
cat to assume they have a Korat. Korat Cat Owners is an international FB page for that
purpose. It could be difficult to moderate something which became as popular as KCO. The
idea of the page originally was to capture a few interested people and guide them to the
website to find all of the information they needed and hopefully gain a few new members. Dee
was happy to set it up but doesn’t want to moderate it as she does too many other things.
Currently, it is restricted to UK users only to avoid inappropriate posts. Julie asked what
members felt they wanted and suggested we open it up to comments from everyone and
between now and the next committee meeting we monitor how it goes. We all need to
comment and share the page. However, if Harry is overwhelmed by posts, he can just put it
back to the original settings and let the committee know.
g) Merchandise
Dee still has some bits. We have pens and notebooks but no tote bags and keyrings as she
hasn’t had time to make anything recently. Harry suggested we could sell more merchandise
through the FB page. As Dee does all the embroidery herself she doesn’t have time to do it. If
we expand the range, someone has to manage the payments and dispatch items. Nobody
was willing to do this so we agreed we would keep it small and just sell via cat shows and at
meetings.
13. Any Other Business
Felicity Black raised a question around “What is a Korat?” following a statement made at the
judges seminar to train Korat and Thai judges that “A Thai is a Korat wearing a different coat”.
Historically, Felicity understood that the Korat was an old and natural breed and a blue cat, and
that Jean Johnson was privileged to be given two Korats which began Korat breeding in the West.
Jen L explained that genetically the Thais are 99% Korat, the difference being between the
phenotype and genotype. And Jean Johnson’s Korats had produced pointed kittens. When
talking about “Korats”, one has to be careful to know one is talking about a phenotype, the blue
cat of Thailand. And when talking about the other colours which are born to, or in the UK, bred to
Korats, are structurally and genetically Korats apart from a double dose of a recessive gene which
changes the coat colour or pattern, e.g., the phenotype. When looking at exporting Korat kittens
to breeders overseas; they can distinguish between a Korat with three generations of blue cats
and those which may have Thais in their pedigree by the Registration Certificate. Korats with 3
generations of blue cats will always be on the FULL register, Korats with Thai cats in their
pedigree will always be on the SUPPLEMENTARY register.
Jen L mentioned that The Cat Group had discussed mandatory microchipping for cats but they felt
it was too difficult to enforce. Julie suggested a future proposal to ensure all kittens registered
with GCCF are microchipped before they are sold. Jen L mentioned that it had been discussed as
part of the Breeder Scheme for the future, but it will be some time before it’s likely to be put to
delegates as a proposed rule change.
The meeting closed at 1630
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2017 Club Accounts
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2017 Titled Show Cats
Provided by Jen Day

GRAND CHAMPION CATTLEYA TINY DANCER
GRAND CHAMPION JUSARKA CYMBELINE
CHAMPION CLAIRABELLE KIMARA FLAMROUGE
CHAMPION CLAIRABELLE PIXIE DUST
GRAND PREMIER JUSARKA CENTURION
CHAMPION KORAG QUEEN KHALEESI
GRAND CHAMPION KOORAHK PRECIOUS
GRAND CHAMPION SAWATAO KALASIN
CHAMPION KANZONA ASTRA
GRAND CHAMPION SAWATAO BILBIL
GRAND CHAMPION SAWATAO SAMBAL
IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER JUSARKA CENTURION
PREMIER JUSARKA DAYDREAM BELIEVER

Congratulations to the cats, their
owners and breeders!
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Show Points Scheme – Best
Show Cats of 2017
Best Breeders 2017
Prefix
JUSARKA
KOORAHK
SAWATAO
SERENNOL
SALUAY
CLAIRABELLE
NO PREFIX

Breeder
JULIE CHERKAS
HELEN HAWKINS
GAYE SINCLAIR
SARAH WILLIAMS-ELLISS
CLARE TREACHER
CLAIR HARDING-BROWN
KASEY AMOS
IMPORT

Points
2020
685
615
520
335
70
60
40

Best Adult Male 2017
Name
GC SAWATAO
KALASIN
GC SAWATAO BILBIL
GC JUSARKA
CYMBELINE
GC SAWATAO
SAMBAL

Owner
HELEN HAWKINS

Breeder
GAYE SINCLAIR

Points
370

GAYE SINCLAIR
JULIE CHERKAS

GAYE SINCLAIR
JULIE CHERKAS

165
130

GAYE SINCLAIR

GAYE SINCLAIR

80

Best Adult Female 2017
Name
Owner
GC SERENNOL
JEN LACEY
LILLEE IN PINK
GC KOORAHK
HELEN HAWKINS
PRECIOUS
GC JUSARKA DREAM- LOUISE PORTSMOUTH
CATCHER
GC SALUAY MAEKASEY AMOS
NAM
GC JUSARKA DIVINE
JULIE CHERKAS
DREAM MAKER
GC KAL-LEE MINNIE
JEN LACEY
SOTA
KOORAHK CHEEWIT
GAYE SINCLAIR
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Breeder
SARAH WILLIAMSELLISS
HELEN HAWKINS

Points
520

JULIE CHERKAS

390

CLARE TREACHER

60

JULIE CHERKAS

50

R WEIHRAUCH

40

HELEN HAWKINS

20

405

Best Male Neuter 2017
Name
IGP JUSARKA
CENTURION
GP SALUAY
CHUAANG-DOW
JUSARKA SAMWISE
CLAIRABELLE FRODO
IGP JUSARKA
GINGKO

Owner
JULIE CHERKAS

Breeder
JULIE CHERKAS

Points
490

CLARE TREACHER

CLARE TREACHER

200

HELEN HASTILOW
HELEN HASTILOW

JULIE CHERKAS
CLAIR HARDINGBROWN
JULIE CHERKAS

90
70

LEO & FELICITY BLACK

50

Best Female Neuter 2017
Name
IGC & IGP JUSARKA
THAI LILAC
PROMISE
JUSARKA DAYDREAM
BELIEVER
JUSARKA DREAMGENIE

Owner
JULIE CHERKAS

Breeder
JULIE CHERKAS

Points
380

DEE HILLIERKIDSTON
DEE HILLIERKIDSTON

JULIE CHERKAS

100

JULIE CHERKAS

70

Best Kitten 2017
Name
JUSARKA DREAMGENIE
KOORAHK GWILYM
JUSARKA DAYDREAM
BELIEVER
KOORAHK MOMO
SALUAY SAANG LALI
SAWAN
ADJULFO
CHANTHIRA-ANNA
KOORAHK SIRIKIT
SALUAY MALAIKA

Owner
DEE HILLIERKIDSTON
AMANDA DEACON
DEE HILLIERKIDSTON
DEBORAH HEATLIE
CLARE TREACHER

Breeder
JULIE CHERKAS

Points
150

HELEN HAWKINS
JULIE CHERKAS

140
120

HELEN HAWKINS
CLARE TREACHER

80
70

KASEY AMOS

KASEY AMOS

60

ALEXANDRA WATSON
CLARE TREACHER

HELEN HAWKINS
CLARE TREACHER

40
5

Congratulations to all those who took part!
There are still many who show their cats but don’t keep records of their
results. Julie Cherkas has a spreadsheet with columns for the information
needed; she would be happy to send it to anyone who needs it.
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The information needed to place the cat into the correct category is:
Name and Date of Show; Name and Title of the cat, breed, [Korat or Thai (which
type)], plus whether it’s an Adult, Kitten or Neuter, Male or Female. Then which
awards it won and the points, although we are happy to allocate points for you once
we have all the other information.
Best Cat Certificates will be awarded at the AGM, along with the Title Rosettes.
Please remember to send me your show results for 2018. To encourage you all to send in
your results, a reminder of the points follows. Breeders can include cats bred, but no
longer owned by them if they aren’t sure the owner will be submitting results.
Special K&TCA Club Rosettes
As a club member you are entitled to claim a special rosette each time your cat gains a
new title; e.g. Champion, Premier, Grand Champion, Grand Premier, etc. Your cat’s title and
full pedigree name will be printed on the tails of the rosette. We have 13 title rosettes
during 2017 which will be presented at the AGM.
K&TCA’s Show Awards & Points System
This scheme relies on you telling me about your show successes. Points are allocated for
wins at all GCCF shows throughout the year, based on the Royal Canin points system, as
detailed below. If you don’t let me have your 2018 results, no points can be awarded,
please either send them after each show or ask Julie for the spreadsheet and keep a
record. You need to send me results by 31 January 2019. jenday2011@hotmail.co.uk
Special laminated certificates are awarded to the winners of each category:
Best Male Adult; Best Male Neuter; Best Male Kitten
Best Female Adult; Best Female Neuter; Best Female Kitten
Best Breeder, awarded to the Breeder with the most overall points, and runner up.
BREED CLASS
Awarded CC, PC or 1st in Kitten Class = 20 points
2nd Place = 10 points
3rd Place =5 points
Withheld Certificate = 5 points
GRAND CLASS
Awarded GCC, GPC or UKGR = 30 points
Reserve GCC or Reserve GPC = 20 points
Withheld GCC or Res GPC = 15 points
IMPERIAL CLASS
Awarded Imp Gr CC or Imp Gr PC = 40 points
Reserve IGC or Reserve IGP = 30 points
Withheld IGC or Res IGP = 15 points
OLYMPIAN CLASS
Awarded Olympian Adult or Neuter = 50 points
Res Olympian = 40 points
Withheld Olympian = 20 points
OTHER AWARDS
Best of Breed award = 20 points
Best of Variety Adult, Kitten, Neuter = 30 points
Overall BOV = 40 points
Overall Best in Show = 50 points
Show Points Scheme Information provided by Jen Day – for contact details please see page 5
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2017 Breed Show Report
By Clare Treacher, for contact details please see page 5
Our 12th annual show took place on Saturday 7th October 2017. The show was again shared

with the Russian Blue Breeders Association but this time at a new location in
Bugbrooke, Northampton. The hall was a good size and plenty of room for both
breeds and some stalls selling goodies. Breakfast and lunch were professionally
prepared and ready for all to enjoy, along with teas and coffees throughout the
day. Some of the committee members spent time on the club table making sure any
members of the public could speak to someone about the breeds and meet Phooey
& Eva when they came out for ‘meet and greet’.
We had a good entry of 18 cats, ranging from 4.5 months to just over 10 years old
competing in the show. We had a lovely 7 month old Korat baby on exhibition
whose mum was a direct import from Thailand. He greeted his public as they
entered the hall and a Thai Blue Point and Thai Lilac Point showing off on the club
table. All the cats took their opportunity to show how wonderful our Korats and
Thais are to anyone that would listen!
In the afternoon Kate Kaye, a Russian and Korat & Thai judge gave a short talk to
the public and exhibitors of what to look for when judging the breeds. She
discussed in length the Russian breed and then handed over to Julie Cherkas to
discuss the Korats and Thais. Julie’s Thai Lilac Point Phooey, and my Korat kitten
Maia helped with the demonstration; both enjoying their time in the limelight. I
was nicely surprised my little girl wasn’t fazed by everyone staring at her!
Best in Show is the highlight of any show day and maybe more so at a breed show.
Everyone eagerly waits to see which cats have made it to the top pens for a
chance to win Overall Best in Show. This year we had three beautiful exhibits,
shown in top condition competing for the overall title of Best in Show K&TCA
2017.
Lynda Ashmore was our Best in Show judge and had the tough decision deciding
between the three well behaved exhibits. She finally picked....

IGC & IGP JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE (KOR)
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Best in Show Adult
A 4 year old Thai Lilac –
Grand Champion Serennol Lillee in Pink (Tai c)

Photo courtesy of Mike Eames

Best in Show Kitten
A 19 week old Korat –
Saluay Saeng Lali Sawan (KOR)

Best in Show Neuter and overall BIS
A 10 year, 3.5 month old Korat –
Imperial Grand Champion & Imperial Grand
Premier Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise (KOR)

Photo courtesy of Mike Eames

Photo courtesy of Mike Eames

My little girl, Maia was having a great day at
her first show. She thought that everyone was
there to adore her and as long as she had her
snuggle safe and a toy she was quite happy! She
had cuddles with a few people, showed herself
off well to impress her judges and impressed
me by taking the afternoons demonstration in
her stride. She then behaved impeccably when
she somehow managed to make the top pen as
Best in Show kitten. I was very happy but
somewhat surprised my little baby had done
this well! I had hoped Maia might enjoy her day
enough that I could consider taking her to the
National Pet Show on exhibition the following month, I never thought she’d get to
the top pens for a chance to compete with two stunning cats for Best in Show!
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Maia also managed to get two judges prizes and a K&TCA spot prize for most laid
back cat. For her first show, she did me so proud!
I hope everyone had a successful day and we even finished at a reasonable time to
start our journeys home in the daylight.
I hope that the 2018 show will be as successful, if not more so than this year’s.
Everyone remember to put the date in the diary now for this year’s show on
Saturday 6th October 2018.
Here are all the results from the day:
Olympian Classes
AV Imperial Grand Premier Neuter Male – Judge: Mr S Parkin
Oly – IGR PR JUSARKA GINGKO (KOR)
AV Imperial Grand Premier Neuter Female – Judge: Mrs E Stark
Oly - IGR CH & IGR PR JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE (KOR)
ADULTS
Imperial Grand Champion Classes
AV Grand Champion Adult Male – Judge: Mr S Parkin
Imp – GR CH KAL-LEE KASEM (IMP) (KOR)
AV Grand Champion Adult Female – Judge: Mr S Parkin
Imp – GR CH JUSARKA DREAM-CATCHER (TAI a 33)
Res – GR CH CATTLEYA TINY DANCER (KOR)
Grand Champion Classes
Korat Champion Adult Male – Judge: Mrs E Stark
Grand – CH SAWATAO SAMBAL (KOR)
Korat Champion Adult Female – Judge: Mrs E Stark
Grand – CH KANZONA ASTRA (KOR)
Breed Classes
Korat Adult Male – Judge: Mrs V Anderson- Drew
BOB – GR CH KAL-LEE KASEM (IMP) (KOR)
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Korat Adult Female – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
CC – KOORAHK CHEEWIT (KOR)
Thai Lilac Adult Female – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
BOB – GR CH SERENNOL LILLEE IN PINK (TAI c)
Thai Blue Point Adult Female – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
BOB – GR CH JUSARKA DREAM-CATCHER (TAI a 33)
KITTENS
Breed Classes
Korat Kitten Female 14 weeks – 6 months – Judge: Mrs N Johnson
1st – SALUAY SAENG LALI SAWAN (KOR)
Korat Kitten Male/Female 6 months – 9 months – Judge: Mrs N Johnson
1st & BOB – ADJULFO CHANTHIRA-ANNA (F) KOR)
2nd – CATTLEYA CHANDRAKENDO (M) (KOR)
NEUTERS
Imperial Grand Premier Classes
AV Grand Premier Neuter Male – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
Imp – GR PR SALUAY CHUAANG DOW (KOR)
Breed Classes
Korat Neuter Female – Judge: Mrs E Stark
BOB – IGR CH & IGR PR JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE (KOR)
Thai Lilac Neuter Male – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
PC – CLAIRABELLE FRODO (TAI c)
Thai Lilac Neuter Female – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
PC & BOB – JENANCA LAILA (TAI c)
Thai Blue Point Neuter Female – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
PC & BOB – JUSARKA DREAM-GENIE (TAI a 33)
Thai Lilac Point Neuter Male – Judge: Mrs V Anderson-Drew
PC & BOB – JUSARKA SAMWISE (TAI c 33)
End of Report
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Korat & Thai Cat Association
and

Russian Blue Breeders Association

Shared Cat Show

Saturday 6th October 2018
Bugbrooke Sports & Community Centre,
Camp Close, Bugbrooke, Northampton, NN7 3RW
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!
• There will be a raffle on the day!
If you have any unwanted gifts that you would like to donate as
raffle prizes, all donations would be gratefully received.

• Special ‘Spot’ prizes will be awarded during the
afternoon!
Most laid back cat, cat with the most luminous eyes, most
talkative cat, cat with the best whiskers. Our Show Support
Secretary will then choose her favourite cat

• Drinks, food and snacks available
• A large collection of Korats & Thais
You won’t see so many all in one place very often!

Please come and visit us on the day and help to make the
show a success. Most of the committee will be there to “cat
chat” and offer cat cuddles throughout the day!

Hope to See You There!!
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Doing Our Bit for Charity
As you will have seen in a previous newsletter, it was agreed at the AGM in
2016, that each year the club will nominate a charity to receive the
proceeds from the merchandise sales (capped at £100) for that year. In
2017, the chosen charity was ‘Cat Welfare Trust’. You can read more about
the CWT in any GCCF Show schedule and catalogue, or go to the GCCF
website and look under Health & Welfare. I am pleased to say that we are in
the process of sending them a cheque for £84. Thank you to everyone who
helped by purchasing merchandise or knitted toys.
We will be selecting the next charity at the 2018 AGM. If you are coming to
see us at the show in October 2018 (see page 31) we would be grateful if
you can help by supporting the raffle or purchasing merchandise. There will
be knitted cat toys, notebooks, pens and tote bags on sale. There will also
be raffle tickets to purchase, which will count towards sales.
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

The Olympian
We have our first Olympian Korat! At the joint show of Croydon

and Southern Counties Cat Clubs, on 10 February 2018, Izzi was awarded 2
Olympian Certificates and so became our first ever GCCF Bronze Olympian
Korat. There is still a long way to go because any of you who show will
know there are 3 stages to the Olympian award, Bronze, Silver and Gold.
Each level requires 5 certificates against the very best cats in the show. I’d
like to thank all her judges over the 10 years that we’ve been to shows,
some of whom are sadly no longer with us – it’s taken that long! As I’m
typing this, I have to keep stopping to throw Izzi’s favourite toy (currently
piece of string) for her to retrieve!
I’ve had confirmation from GCCF
that Izzi is now officially called:
Imp GrCh & OB, IGrPr Jusarka
Thai Lilac Promise
I’m so proud of my little girl but
at almost 11 years of age, I’m
not sure how much longer she’ll
be able to woo the judges. While
she is still enjoying it and her
looks continue to belie her age,
we shall keep trying.
Who
knows? She might make it to
Silver but I honestly feel Gold is
beyond us so I’ll leave that
record to one of the stunning
younger Korats and Thais being
shown. I hope I get to see that.
Julie Cherkas – Jusarka Korats & Thais
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KALAYA & KIKO
It is with great sadness that just before Christmas we had to say goodbye to both
our beautiful cats, Kalaya & Kiko, within eight weeks of each other.
Kalaya our beautiful Thai Lilac was 19 years old. She came to us from Anthea
Whitehouse after our previous Korat, also named Kalaya and also from Anthea, was
unfortunately knocked down on the main road.
We called Anthea who told us she didn’t have any kittens at the time, only one 9
month old Thai Lilac who was reserved and waiting for collection. A few days later
Anthea decided that because she was still waiting for collection after several
months, the family didn’t really want her enough and decided to let us take her
home. We were so fortunate to have this lovely little kitten come and live with us,
she has given us so much pleasure over the last nineteen years and was no trouble
whatsoever.
Like all Korats/Thais she had her own little personality, she loved her prawns at
bedtime and was always ready to remind you, just in case you had forgotten. After
her supper she would run away and hide like a naughty child to avoid going to bed.
Occasionally, staying out on the town until way after her bed time and the cat flap
having been locked, then she would come and shout at the bedroom window to be
let in. Funny how they always knew which room you were in!
Kalaya would bring us presents from time to time but not always live ones. Yes,
she did sometimes catch birds & mice but they usually managed to survive, she
held them so gently with her teeth and then played with them but rarely killed
them! One poor little bird that managed to escape and attempt to fly away, met
an unfortunate end when our other male Korat Kiko, came from nowhere and
caught it in mid-flight as it was escaping. Not many birds or mice got away from
Kiko! Little rascal!
Also, when younger, she would go out for her morning stroll and come back
carrying toys. One time she brought a small furry hedgehog, looked brand new,
with the number 50 on it (obviously, someone’s 50th birthday present). Another
time, a blue furry toy. We’ve no idea which neighbours house they came from!!
Kiko came to live with us when Kalaya was about six years old, after we had lost
her previous mate. He was a beautiful blue Korat from our good friend Helen
Hawkins in Swinton, Manchester. Kalaya didn’t see the need to invite a young
whippersnapper into the household! However, after pretending to find a second
home (maybe they didn’t provide prawns for supper) she decided he was a suitable
Korat to snuggle up to at night after all.
Unfortunately, last June Kalaya lost her sight but with assistance and certain
measures in place (safety gate on the stairs etc.) and everything now at ground
level, we coped for three months or so. She managed to find her way around the
house and the garden which we made safe for her.
In October, sadly, after putting up a good fight, she lost the battle through
illness and sadly after nineteen years, we had to say Goodbye to her.
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Kiko also had his own little personality too, like all Korats. He was always there to
greet us behind the front door when we came home. He was the most loving cat,
when he was little he used to climb up the brick wall in our lounge, almost to the
top - Helen Hawkins:- (Frank’s Son, all over!). He was always jumping on your back
even when he was older & quite heavy. We won’t mention the pain!
Kiko loved company and Howard, my husband who works from home was with the
cats most days. When Kiko was bored, he frequently went into the office and sat
on the computer keyboard to get attention and stop Howard from working! We
used to say Kiko must have been a shredder in a previous life, he loved to shred
any paper/cardboard left on the floor, important or not! I used to bring him
cardboard boxes from work so he could sit in them and shred to his hearts’
content.
Kiko didn’t like the cold at all so when he felt cold he would go upstairs into our
bedroom, open the lid of the laundry basket and jump in with the washing, tip it
over and go to sleep, where he was nice & warm. He had always been a climber like
his dad ‘Frank’, he used to jump right up on top of the kitchen cupboards; it must
have been warmer up there! It was quite strange to walk in the kitchen and see a
pair of eyes staring down at you from the top of the cupboards close to the
ceiling.
Delivering Christmas cards in our close was a family affair, I would go to deliver
the cards and both cats would follow me. I went out of the front door and they
would leave by the cat flap in the back door and catch up with me, following me up
every path while I pushed the cards through the doors and went onto the next
house. “I had my very own Guard Cats”.
When we leave the house on a walk we have had to turn back and take both Kalaya
& Kiko back to the house and lock them in to stop them following us to town.
Sadly, Kiko, now almost 13 years old, developed a cough and severe breathing
difficulties during the past few months and after Kalaya passed away he seemed
to lose interest in everything and stopped eating. So just eight weeks later,
despite efforts by ourselves and the vet, we had to say goodbye to Kiko also.
However, they are together forever in pussycat heaven now. We love and miss
them so much and they have left a huge void in our lives but they will live on in our
hearts forever. It has been a real pleasure to have been honoured with their
presence for so long and they have each provided us with hundreds of happy
memories.
We would like to thank Helen
Hawkins for her continued
interest, help, support &
advice through the difficult
times. Helen is a true friend
and we very much appreciate
all the help she has given us.
Denise & Howard Gill
There is another photo of Kalaya and Kiko on page 4.
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£Treasurer’s Notes
Hi Everyone, Not what you would call a typical spring day today. Looking out the window at the snow
on the ground; understandably the fur babies have chosen the heat pad as a permanent place to
huddle all together, while I do my Treasurer’s bit for the Club.
Thank you to all who have paid their subs. We have 66 paid members so far this year; thank you for
your continued support. Those who would like to stay with us but have not yet paid, please see the
payment details below. The Summer Newsletter will be the red dot edition and will be the last call
for any unpaid 2018 subs ☺
• Our accounts are healthy and as a small breed club, we are very lucky to have such loyal
members.
• The Club Returns have been sent to the GCCF for signing off.
Ways to pay your Membership Subscription:
• You can still pay by PayPal. There is a new email to use; membership@korats.org.uk. Please
remember to choose friend, family or gift NOT goods and services when paying by this method,
otherwise we will be charged a fee for the transaction.
• You can still pay by cheque. It may take a few days before the cheque is cashed. Please make
cheques payable to: Korat & Thai Cat Association. Please send your remittance to the
address on the slip below.
• New payment method – You can now pay by Bank Transfer or Standing Order. If you would like
to use this method, please email membership@korats.org.uk stating your membership
requirements and I will provide you with the details. Please also add your initial & surname in
the reference box (if this option is available) when completing the payment online. Then drop
me an email to let me know your payment has been made.
Welcome to our New Members:
We have two new members; the committee would like to offer them both a warm welcome.
Gillian Pigott, Dorset
Amanda Williams, Worcester
That’s it from me, but before I go, here is your next Cat Fact:

“A cat’s back is extremely flexible because it has up to 53 loosely
fitting vertebrae. Humans only have 34.”
Cheerio!
Dee >^..^<
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KTCA Subscriptions for 2018 were due on 1st January.
If taking a paper newsletter :
Single: £9
Joint: £11
Overseas: £12
Newsletter sent by email:
Single: £7
Joint: £9
No overseas supplement
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Please send your cheques, payable to Korat & Thai Cat Association, to:
Dee Hillier-Kidston (Treasurer), 29 Constable Close, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Beds. LU5 5ST
Remember you can pay via PayPal using ~ membership@korats.org.uk ~
Please remember not to use the goods and services option as we’ll be charged for the transaction.
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Neutering your cat
By Clare Treacher RVN CertSAN ISFM CertFN
For contact details please see page 5
You’ve just collected your kitten from a breeder
or rescue centre to add you your furry family.
They’ve had their vaccines and been microchipped
and come with a starter pack with lots of useful
information to help you continue to give your
kitten the best start in life. Some kittens may
have already been neutered before you pick them
up but some will still need this procedure done
when they are a little older.
So when is the right time for you to book this in?
Neutering of both male and female cats still
predominantly occurs at around 4–6 months of
age, and this is the conventional time that is
recommended by The Cat Group. However, many
cats will reach sexual maturity before this time.
This may lead to undesirable behaviour and the
risk of unwanted litters of kittens. Some vets are starting to move towards
routine neutering at around 16 weeks (4 months) of age as this largely avoids any
unwanted litters of kittens especially important when brothers and sisters are
homed as a pair or if people start letting kittens out rather too young. Early
neutering is classed as neutering between 8-12 weeks of age and can be extremely
important in rescue centres and amongst breeders who want to make sure only
certain kittens are used for breeding. We do not want to find a brother and sister
have accidently mated or someone has let one of our kittens out to get pregnant or
a new owner has gone against our wishes and bred the cat.
Why is it important to neuter your cat?
Female cats usually come into season at about 6 months but some will start as
early as 4 months old. Spaying her will stop her coming into season and ‘calling’ for
a male. A female can call very loudly and at any time throughout the day and night,
not great for you or your neighbours! She will also be much more affectionate and
roll around the floor. This can last for 5-10 days on average and will repeat every
3 weeks. She may even stay in constant call if you are really unlucky! If she’s not
spayed and accidently gets out she can become pregnant and then you have the
worry about her birthing and having kittens. Spaying a female will also stop her
getting a condition called Pyometra later in life. A Pyometra is when a cat’s uterus
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fills with pus and is a life threatening emergency. Spaying her also reduces her
risk of getting mammary cancers.
Male cats can become sexually receptive to females as young as four months old
and can easily start siring unwanted litters of kittens. Male cats that are not
castrated will start spraying jets of very smelly urine up furniture and walls to
mark their territory and attract potential mates. Unneutered males will wander
outside more than neutered cats and can stay out for days without returning home
and are therefore more at risk of getting into fights with other cats or being hit
by cars. Unneutered males are far more likely to end up with abscesses from cat
fights and are at risk of acquiring and then passing on infectious diseases such as
FIV & FeLV to the cat population through fighting. Castrating a male cat will
greatly reduce these risks.
What to expect?
Once you’ve booked your appointment you will have been told to starve your kitten
before they are admitted for their operation. Important considerations for both
owner and veterinary practice for early neutering is the starvation period. Many
practices say to starve from the night before surgery as routine for all patients
but kittens (8-16 weeks) should really only have food withheld for 3-5 hours. They
also need to be fed as soon as they are around from their anaesthetic, this is also
important for cats being neutered at 16 weeks and a consideration for 6 month old
kittens too. The younger the patient, the higher the risk of hypoglycaemia (low
glucose levels) if they don’t eat for a prolonged period of time.
If kittens are neutered at 8-12 weeks they should have at least had their first
vaccine. Ideally a kitten would have completed the full kitten course at least 2
weeks before they are booked for neutering. Older kittens will have had their
initial course a few months prior to being admitted for surgery.
If you have a female Thai Blue Point or Thai Lilac Point and are likely to be taking
your kitten to a show remember to tell the vet. This is important because when we
shave the fur on cats whose skin temperature is important in determining hair
colour, the fur that grows back may be darker. This is temporary, and as further
hair growth occurs, the darker hair will be replaced by normal lighter coloured
hairs. Vets will then discuss with you about performing a midline spay instead of
flank, depending on when you are going to a show.
Castration for the boys, involves removing both testes under general anaesthetic
through a small incisions into the scrotum. Usually the skin incisions for a
castration are so small that sutures are not required.
Spaying a female involves the administration of a general anaesthetic and the
surgical removal of the ovaries and uterus through an incision made on the flank or
midline (belly) of the cat. The fur at the site of the incision will have to be shaved
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before surgery. Flank wounds usually have buried sutures whereas midline wounds
may need sutures removed after 7 to 10 days. However, a lot of vets now use
tissue glue to close the external wound. A kitten with a midline wound is also more
likely to return home with a buster collar to wear.
Every kitten/cat admitted for neutering
will receive a form of pain killer or possibly
two but certain non steroidal antiinflammatory drugs are not licensed for use
in patients under 2kg and owners need to
be aware that these drugs are then used
off licensed with informed consent. This
will depend on what your veterinary surgery
uses.
Both males and females should be allowed
home the same day. Cats usually recover
from the neutering operation remarkably
quickly. They may be a little drowsy for a
few hours, but by the next day they are
usually back to their normal self. It is
3 weeks post flank spay
sensible to try to keep your kitten fairly
quiet for a day or two to allow the internal wounds some time to heal. Females also
should not be allowed outside for at least 10 days. The boys should be kept in for a
couple of days too.
If your kitten seems unusually quiet or dull or starts licking or scratching
excessively at the skin sutures, always contact your vet for advice.
There is additional advice about neutering your cat here:
http://www.thecatgroup.org.uk/policy_statements/neut.html
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Meet the Cats
Welcome to the NEW “Meet the Cats” section! I hope you all enjoy finding out
more about your fellow club members Korats and Thais. Please send photos and
details to Helen Hastilow (see page 5 for contact details) for inclusion in Meet
the Cats.
Name
Breed
Age
Breeder
Owner
Favourite food
Favourite toy
Show
achievements

Jusarka Merry
Korat (female neuter)
9 years old
Julie Cherkas
Helen & Neil Hastilow
Chicken Thrives
Feather waggler; feather end
N/A - My Mum couldn’t bear
listening to me sing in the car, so I
don’t travel unless absolutely
necessary!

Favourite past
times

Sitting on Mum/Dads shoulders, and helping them out at ALL
times. Trying to avoid playing with my two younger brothers
(Frodo & Samwise); they are too boisterous.
When I get over excited with cuddles and nuzzles I bush my tail
out; if Mum/Dad aren’t putting enough effort in it will only be a
base fluff not a full length fluff!

Interesting
fact

Name
Breed
Age
Breeder
Owner
Favourite food
Favourite toy
Show
achievements

Jusarka Pippin
Thai Blue Point (male neuter)
9 years old
Julie Cherkas
Helen & Neil Hastilow
Anything; if it’s edible I’m happy!
Feather waggler; stick end
N/A - Mum said I couldn’t be
shown in case Merry got jealous!

Favourite past
times
Interesting
fact

Sleeping and cuddling.
I have an overactive purr mechanism; just look at me and I
purrrrrrrrr.
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Maia’s Adventure
By Clare Treacher
For contact details please see page 5
After Maia’s success at the Korat & Thai show in
October I decided she might actually enjoy going to the
National Pet Show and showing herself off to her public.
We sent her entry form in so she could join Dee’s two
Thai Blue Point girls and then came the important task
of getting Miss Maia used to a harness! The cats’ safety
is paramount at the pet show so they must wear
harnesses to ensure we have control of the cats. Maia
learnt relatively quickly that she got treats and special
toys with the harness on so she soon forgot she was
wearing it and would charge round the house with it on.
As I don’t drive Maia and I started our journey to
Birmingham on the Saturday afternoon by train. Maia
quite happily jumped in her carrier, having seen the
suitcase being packed with toys, comfy beds and special food for cats that are
well behaved at shows! Maia was very popular all the way to Birmingham with many
people wanting to say hello to her and find out what breed
she was. She was very sweet with a little boy on the tube
who saw she was a little worried with the noise and started
talking to her, Maia calmed right down and sat trying to get
the little boys hand for a stroke. Kept both nicely
entertained! Maia settled nicely on the train from London
and people didn’t even know I had a cat, let alone a Korat
for the majority of the journey! We arrived in Birmingham
and took the shuttle across to the hotel which had a
perfect location for ease of travelling to and from the NEC
the next day. I thought Maia might be a bit nervous in a new environment but not
at all, she was having the best
time exploring and playing in her
new room. Maia was so well
behaved through the night and
just got under the covers as
usual and slept happily all night
purring.
Next morning was show time. A
quick breakfast for me as leaving
Maia in the room was a bit
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stressful; she wasn’t keen on being left on her own!!
Then off we went to catch the shuttle to the NEC
and get Maia settled into her pen for the day. The
show was huge and finding the ‘world of cats’ took a
bit of negotiating but we managed and Maia got
vetted in. Dee had already arrived and was vetting in
Genie & Eva. We then set about setting up the club
table and the two pens for our girls. Girls all settled
and table looking good, it was time for a coffee and
us to relax before the day got underway.
The day rushed by with all the girls being in high
demand all day. Dee & I took it in turns to get Genie
& Maia out so they didn’t get too tired especially as
Maia was only 5.5 months old. Eva came out too but
preferred to be admired in her pen; she felt the
others should be doing the work! Maia & Genie had
quite big crowds who all wanted to learn about our
lovely breeds and stroke the cats. Maia did quite
enjoy having her photo
taken and would sit
posing quite readily for
her audiences!
There wasn’t actually much time for looking around or
shopping except of course to buy Maia a special bed
for being such a good girl. A nice new Tigga Tower bed
was top of Maia’s list and also a nice bit of PR for
them as I do love their beds, as do all my cats! Maia
loved her new bed and spent the last part of the day
asleep in her new bed on the table. People could still
stroke her but she could rest after such a busy day.
The show came to an end and everything got taken down and boxed up ready for
the long journey home. Maia slept the whole way home and of course was ready to
play when we got home! How does she have so much energy!!

Hopefully Maia will continue to enjoy being shown
and greet her public over the coming year. What
will she do next...
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K&TCA LIST OF BREEDERS
UK KORAT BREEDERS:Name
Miss Kasey
Amos
Miss E
Beckett*
Mr R & Mrs L
Best
Mr & Mrs L
Black*
Ms Julie
Cherkas*
Miss J Couch*
Mrs C
HardingBrown*
Mrs H
Hawkins*
Mrs J Lacey*
Mrs A Locher
Miss C
Nichols*
Mrs L
Portsmouth
Ms G Sinclair*
Miss C
Treacher
Mrs S
WilliamsElliss*
Mrs Liz Wilson

Cats
Korats

Prefix
No Prefix

Korats

Indigo

Korats
& Thais
Korats

Myfanwy

Korats
& Thais
Korats
& Thais
Korats
& Thais

Jusarka

Korats

Koorahk

Korats
& Thais
Korats
& Thais
Korats

Jenanca

Korats
& Thais
Korats

Cattleya

Korats

Saluay

Korats
& Thais

Serennol

Korats
& Thais

Higford

Kanzona

Jasumik
Clairabelle

Bikila
Nikelsilva

Sawatao

Location & Tel
London
07538 903528
Hampshire
07726 655082
Cardiff
029 2084 2845
London
020 7485 1211
Southampton
023 8090 4187
South Wales
01792 791207
Berkshire
07889 119224

Contact Details
kasey.amos@yahoo.co.uk

Manchester
0161 281 6482
Northamptonshire
01832 293831
London
020 8898 4299
Humber Bridge
01482 627029
Wiltshire
01793 938543
London
07814 894733
London
07714 279625
Nottinghamshire
07807 888718

koorahkliliwen@gmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk
jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com
walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk

Herefordshire
01531 660283

lizziecatw@gmail.com

Location
Denmark
Germany

Contact Details
dkkorat@yahoo.dk
bpollesche@arcor.de

beckett199@btinternet.com
richpbest@hotmail.com
felicityvincent@gmail.com
jusarka@yahoo.co.uk
tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk
animalantix@me.com
www.animalantix.com

nikelsilva@yahoo.com
louise.portsmouth@mac.com
www.cattleyacats.co.uk
gab.s@talktalk.net
clare.treacher83@gmail.com
serennol@yahoo.co.uk
www.serennol.co.uk

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS KORAT BREEDERS:Name
Ms C Baird
Mr B Pollesche

Prefix
Primprau’s
Kobalt

K&TCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Please contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on
the K&TCA website. Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens
(i.e. Korats or Thais), number of each sex still available and date the kittens will be ready
for their new homes.
Please remember to let Julie know when your kittens have been placed.
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